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no the car, or out the door as opportuni—
C
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ties to teach impulse control. I give a
“sit—wait” command and then open the
door and say “OK” to release. If he self—

releases, I simply close the door. I don’t
correct for self—releasing;he just doesn’t
get the reward (that is, getting out). I
wait until he corrects himself (sits and
waits), and then I release him with an
“OK!” His excitement isn’t curbed by a
correction, the reward is just delayed
until he has controlled his impulse.
Conditioning—Agilityis about quick

acceleration, deceleration, jumping,and
turns. However, I don’ think there is an
advantage to subjecting my puppy to
these physical demands while he’s

growing. So to keep him fit but not
risk injury, I allow him to be a puppy.
He roughhouses with my older dog,
gets “the zoomies” in the yard, plays
fetch, and swims whenever I can take
him. He gets exercisewithout being
pushed to perform.

Confidence—This last “C” is the most
importantone. I promote confidence in
two ways: by exposing Rooney to
everything, and correcting him for
nothing! Rooney’s been going to trials
and social events since I’ve had him.
He’s been exposed to trial noises, to
being crated around other dogs, and to
meetingnew dogs at the lake and new
people everywhere. Because of this,
nothing fazes him.
Regardingcorrections (or lack

thereof), Rooney never “gets in trou—
ble.” Sometimes I divert his attention
(substituting a toy for a couch pillow)
or I stop him from being “self—

rewarded” (when pulling the leash),but
“No!” is unknown to him. Some may
think I’m too lenient, but I want him
to race to an obstacle with confidence
when he’s on a course later on. I don’t
want him to hesitate thinking he may
be “wrong”; he knows no wrong. And
I’ll add, this approach is not creating a
terror. He’s a sweet puppy.

Finally, like most agility addicts, I
went through the “I gotta getta Border
Collie" phase, but decided my love for
Curlies is stronger than my need for
speed. So I’m raising a performance
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dog, but more importantly, I’m raising a
partner whose health and happiness are
the main goals of everything I do with
him.
Now, if this results in a few green

ribbons along the way —P.S.
Thanks, Patty, for a very informative

approach to preparing a pup for agility.
—Ann Shinkle, anmhinkle@aol.com
Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub of

America website: armorg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Loose-Lead Walking—No
Lunging

he Flat—Coated Retriever is anTexuberant dog who easily develops
explosive behavior. This can lead to
occasional on—lead accidents, so I am
pleased to observe a national trend
toward feeling that simply stopping and
refusing to go forward until a dog
returns to you is not adequate for all
dogs being taught to walk on a loose
lead. However, it is still the first step
when the young, inexperienced puppy
first begins to get ahead of you and
begins to pull on the lead.
Once your puppy is enthusiastic

about going for a walk, he will start
leading you. If he pulls excessively, just
stop, wait for him to return to you, and
then praise him, play with him, or feed
him treats.When you reach a point of
having to stop frequently because he is

pulling excessively, it’s time to go on to
the next step.
Whether he is pulling you because of

high spirits or is just sniffing the
ground, turn and go in another direc—
tion with a lot of enthusiasm and
cheerful talk.As he catches up with you
stop,pet and praise him and play at
retrieving, or feed a couple of treats.
Then continue your walk.
If he is pulling because he sees some—

thing exciting, like a person, another
dog, or an animal, go in the opposite
direction quickly, talking cheerfully
while you walk fast, and tease him as

you walk with a toy, training dummy, or
stick (using a stick only ifhe is not
going to be a hunting dog).When you
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get far enough away, like a half a block
or so that the object of interest is out of
sight, stop and interact with your puppy
excitedly. Ifhe is a show dog, have him
stop and stand for a treat followed by
play. Ifhe is a pet, hunting, or competi—
tion dog, have him sit for petting and
praise, and follow it with play—retrieving.
Every time you change direction

when your puppy or dog is excited
about something else, you are giving
him a physical, visual, and verbal mes—
sage that whatever that was, it wasn’t as

important as the person he is with—
you! Every time you stop with him
afterward, you are giving him a message
that you are not only the most impor—
tant thing in his life, you are the most
important thing on the walk, and also
the most interesting and the most fun.
This is not only the fastest way to get

him walking on a loose lead, it also
eliminates lunging, because you are
teaching him to think about you and
what you want him to do when he sees
something exciting. It is also the foun—

dation of oE—lead,open—space control,
where he can’t be allowed to go run—

ning off to everything he sees.
Ifyou happen to have a Flat—Coat

who is a watchdog or is confrontational
with other dogs (neither is typical of
the breed), it also prevents aggression,
because the lead, especiallywhen tight,
can trigger aggression.A tight lead is as

frustrating to the dog as to the owner.
Happy walking!
—Sally Terroux, sjterroux@aol.rom
Flat—Coated RetrieverSociety of

America website: FCRSAim.org

Golden Retrievers
Gifts of Gold

he Golden Retriever—thegiftTthat keeps on giving.TheGolden
Retriever is the pioneerbreed in the
Morris Animal Foundation’s Canine
Lifetime Health Project (CLHP), the
longest and most comprehensive
observational study ever undertaken on
canine health issues.An online project
that potentially will benefit all breeds of
dogs, the intent of the Golden
RetrieverLifetime Health Study is to


